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Abstract: Higgs portal dark matter (DM) models are simple interesting and viable
DM models. There are three types of the models depending on the DM spin: scalar,
fermion and vector DM models. In this paper, we consider renormalizable, unitary and
gauge invariant Higgs portal DM models, and study how large parameter regions can be
surveyed at the International Linear Collider (ILC) experiment at
√
s = 500 GeV. For the
Higgs portal singlet fermion and vector DM cases, the force mediator involves two scalar
propagators, the SM-like Higgs boson and the dark Higgs boson. We show that their
interference generates interesting and important patterns in the mono-Z plus missing ET
signatures at the ILC, and the results are completely different from those obtained from
the Higgs portal DM models within the effective field theories. In addition, we show that it
would be possible to distinguish the spin of DM in the Higgs portal scenarios, if the shape
of the recoil-mass distribution is observed. We emphasize that the interplay between these
collider observations and those in the direct detection experiments has to be performed in
the model with renomalizability and unitarity to combine the model analyses in different
scales.
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1 Introduction
One of the most pressing question after the Higgs boson discovery is to understand particle
physics nature of nonbaryonic dark matter (DM) of the universe. Existence of DM has been
confirmed only through gravitation probes, and it is important to find their properties
(mass, spin, quantum numbers, etc.) using terrestrial experimental apparatus. Among
many DM models, Higgs portal scalar, fermion and vector DM models are simple and
interesting [1–8], which are also phenomenologically viable and have intimate connections
to the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson [9–11]. Study on the characteristic signatures at
collider experiments has to be performed to verify these models. In particular it would be
important to know if one can distinguish the DM spin at current or future colliders.
In this work, we present a detailed study on this issue at the International Linear
Collider (ILC) [12–14] in a careful manner using the Higgs portal DM models that are
renormalizable, gauge invariant and unitary [15–18]. For high-energy collider studies, using
an effective field theory (EFT) could be dangerous, especially when we do not know the
mass scales of new degrees of freedom. This is especially true for the dark matter physics,
since nothing is known about the DM mass, their interactions among themselves and with
the SM particles, as well as the masses of dark force mediators such as a dark photon or
the dark Higgs boson.
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Earlier analyses of this issue are based on the following model Lagrangians [3, 19–21]:
LEFTSSDM =
1
2
∂µS∂
µS − 1
2
m2SS
2 − λS
4!
S4 − λHS
2
S2H†H (1.1)
LEFTSFDM = χ(i/∂ −mχ)χ−
λχH
Λ
χχH†H (1.2)
LEFTVDM = −
1
4
VµνV
µν +
1
2
m2V VµV
µ − λV H
2
VµV
µH†H − λV
4
(VµV
µ)2 (1.3)
The Lagrangian for scalar DM (1.1) is renormalizable and unitary, and one can study
scalar DM phenomenology without any limitation.1 On the other hand, the Lagrangians for
singlet fermion DM (1.2) contains a dim-5 operator Higgs portal interaction, and eventually
one has to consider its UV completions. The simplest UV completion for the singlet fermion
DM model with Higgs portal have been constructed in Refs. [15, 16] by introducing a real
singlet scalar mediator that couples to singlet fermion DM and also to the SM Higgs fields
in an SU(2) singlet combination, H†H. Both DM phenomenology and vacuum structures
of the model have been studied in great detail. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the
singlet scalar mixes with the SM Higgs boson, which plays an important role in DM direct
detections as well as DM searches at colliders.
Likewise, the Higgs portal vector DM (VDM) model is problematic, because it does
not respect either unitarity or gauge invariance since the VDM mass is given by hand.
Such drawbacks could be overcome in UV-complete VDM models [17, 18, 24, 25], where
VDM becomes a dark gauge boson associated with a local U(1)X dark gauge symmetry.
VDM gets massive through a dark Higgs mechanism, and there would be a mixing between
the SM Higgs boson and the dark Higgs boson. Then VDM becomes stable by ad hoc Z2
symmetry plus charge conjugation symmetry under U(1)X . One can also construct models
where VDM becomes absolutely stable due to the unbroken dark gauge symmetry, which
has much richer structure in the dark sector, namely dark monopole, massless dark photon
and dark Higgs boson as well as VDM [26].
These models have a new degree of freedom, a singlet-like scalar boson, which mixes
with the SM Higgs boson. Therefore at least two more parameters appear: the mass of the
2nd scalar boson mH2 and the mixing angle α, as well as the coupling between the singlet
scalar and DM. One of the authors utilizes the 2nd scalar in order to explain the galactic
center γ-ray excess [22, 27–29] and to obtain a larger tensor-to-scalar ratio in the Higgs
portal assisted Higgs inflation scenario [30]. Also it was shown that the correlation between
the upper bound on the invisible Higgs decay branching ratio and the upper bound on the
direct detection cross section is modified in the renormalizable, unitary and gauge invariant
models [31]. Global analysis of the SM Higgs signal strengths should include its possible
mixing with a singlet scalar in this kind of DM models [32–34]
The shortcomings of these effective Lagrangians for singlet fermion and vector DM
cases have been pointed out within the DM phenomenology [15, 16]. Especially the direct-
1There is an issue about Planck-scale suppressed Z2 breaking operator which would make EW scale
scalar DM decay fast. We refer to Ref. [22] for implementing global Z2 to Z2 subgroup of U(1) dark gauge
symmetry which resolves this problem. See also Ref. [23] for comparison of global vs. local Z3 scalar DM
models.
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detection cross-section (DM-nucleon scattering cross-section) depends on the model La-
grangians, namely there is a generic destructive interference between the SM Higgs boson
and the second singlet-like scalar boson.
One important question in the Higgs portal DM models is how to distinguish three
different cases at colliders and/or other experiments. In this paper, we study this issue at
the ILC, postponing the same issue at the LHC for future publication [35]. At the ILC, we
can fix the initial beam energy and measure the 4-momenta of the final Z0 in the process
e+e− → Z0 + 6ET , and there are simple relations among EZ , MDD and 6ET :
M2DD = s+m
2
Z − 2EZ
√
s ,
6ET = s−m
2
Z +M
2
DD
2
√
s
,
EZ =
s+m2Z −M2DD
2
√
s
,
where
√
s is the total collision energy in the laboratory frame, MDD is the invariant mass
squared of the DM pair (D = S, χ, V in the following sections). Therefore one can recon-
struct all the relevant kinematic variables related with DM, M2DD and 6ET at the ILC,
which renders us to study the Higgs portal DM properties in clean ways.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe the Higgs portal DM mod-
els for scalar, fermion and vector DM. We set up the renormalizable, unitary and gauge
invariant Lagrangians, which can be used at an arbitrarily high-energy scale relevant to
colliders, and often produce different results from the Higgs portal DM models with effec-
tive nonrenormalizable and gauge-variant interactions. First, we list the processes for the
DM production at the ILC in the Higgs portal DM models. Then, we present the detail
analysis for the relevant process:
e+(p1) + e
−(p2)→ h∗(q) + Z(pZ)→ S(k1) + S(k2) + Z(pZ) , (1.4)
for the scalar DM case, and the counter processes for the fermion and vector DM models.
In particular there are two scalar propagators contributing to this process for the fermion
and vector DM cases, as first pointed out in Ref. [36]. Then in Sec. 3, we give qualitative
discussions on how to distinguish 3 different cases with the rate and shape analysis. In
Sec. 4, we describe the detailed analysis on the parameter constraints at the ILC at
√
s =
500 GeV, and compare our results with those obtained from the Higgs portal DM models
based on the effective field theories. Finally we conclude our analysis in Sec. 5.
2 Model Lagrangians
In this section, we define the simplified models for Higgs portal DM, where DM can be
either a scalar, fermion or vector particle. It is important to start from model Lagrangians
that are unitary and renormalizable and invariant under full SM gauge symmetry.
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At the ILC, Higgs portal DM can be produced through the following processes [37–41]:
e+e− →

Z0Hi=1,2, (Higgs-strahlung),
νeνeHi=1,2, (W
+W−fusion),
e+e−Hi=1,2, (Z0Z0fusion),
(2.1)
all of which are followed by the Hi=1,2DD couplings. Note that as we will see in the
following, H1 and H2 are the Higgs bosons portal to DM in the fermion and vector DM
models. There is no H2 and H1 = HSM in the scalar DM case. One can identify the 1st
process by tagging Z0 in the µ+µ− or qq¯ channels. The 2nd process is impossible to observe
since there is no detectable particle in the final-state. The 3rd process has a unique event
topology too, but the total cross-section is more than 10 times smaller than the 1st process
up to
√
s ' 3 TeV [38]. Therefore, the 1st process is the most promising process to observe
at the ILC with the current proposal [37, 39].
In the following, we consider the 1st process as the signal of the DM production in the
Higgs portal DM models. However, depending on the details of the models which satisfy
the gauge invariance, unitarity and renormalizability, as well as on the model parameter
regions, the collider signatures can be different. Thus, we have to perform the careful study
on these detectability.
2.1 Singlet scalar DM with Higgs portal
In the scalar DM case, the model is very simple:
LSSDM = 1
2
∂µS∂
µS − 1
2
m20S
2 − λHSH†HS2 − λS
4!
S4. (2.2)
The terms with odd numbers of S is restricted by imposing Z2 symmetry under which S
changes sign, but all the SM particles do not. Then S will be stable and can make a good
DM candidate.
From this Lagrangian, we can calculate the amplitude for the process, (1.4):
iMS =v¯(p2, λ2)(−igZ
2
) [ceV γ
µ − ceAγµγ5]u(p1, λ1) ·
−i(gµν − PµPνm2Z )
s−m2Z + imZΓZ
· igνα 2m
2
Z
v
α(pZ)×
[
i
t−m2h + imhΓh
· 2iλHSv
]
. (2.3)
We define Pµ = pµ1 +p
µ
2 , c
e
V = −1/2 + 2s2W with sW = sin θW where θW is the weak mixing
angle, and ceA = −1/2. Then the amplitude MS can be factorized into two parts:
MS =Mh∗Z · 2λHSv
t−m2h + imhΓh
. (2.4)
The squared amplitude for the h∗Z production part is
|Mh∗Z |2 = P(λ1, λ2) 8m
4
Z
v4
|rZ(s)|2
(
p1 · pZp2 · pZ
s2
+
m2Z
s
)
, (2.5)
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where we define Pee(λ1, λ2) = (1−λ1λ2)
(|ceV |2 + |ceA|2)−2(λ1−λ2) Re(ceV ce∗A ) and rZ(s) =
1/(1−m2Z/s+ imZΓZ/s). For the spin-averaged cross-section, Pee → Pee =
(|ceV |2 + |ceA|2)
is adopted. The 3-body phase-space is given by
dΦ3(p1 + p2; k1, k2, pZ) =
dt
2pi
· dΦ2(p1 + p2; q, pZ) · dΦ2(q; k1, k2)
=
dt
2pi
· βˆ
8pi
dΩˆ
4pi
· βS
8pi
dΩS
4pi
, (2.6)
where t = q2, βˆ = λ1/2(1,m2Z/s, t/s) and βD = λ
1/2(1,m2D/t,m
2
D/t) =
√
1− 4m2D/t (for
D = S, χ, V ), with λ(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 − 2(ab+ bc+ ca). The range of the kinematic
variable t is
4m2D ≤ t ≤ (
√
s−mZ)2
for a given
√
s (the CM energy of the ILC). dΩˆ and dΩS are two-body phase-space volumes
for the h∗Z and the SS systems, respectively.
Thus, the cross-section is straightforwardly calculated to be
dσS = CS
1
2s
|MS |2 dΦ3
=
dt
2pi
· 1
2s
|Mh∗Z |2 dΦ2(p1 + p2; q, pZ) · CS βD
8pi
∣∣∣∣ 2λHSvt−m2h + imhΓh
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.7)
Here CS is a symmetric factor, CS = 1/2, taking care of the identical S’s in the final states.
By defining the total cross section for e+e− → h∗Z as
σh∗Z(s, t) =
1
2s
|Mh∗Z |2 dΦ2(p1 + p2; q, pZ)
= Pee(λ1, λ2) 1
6s
m4Z
v4
|rZ(s)|2 βˆ
8pi
[
βˆ2 +
12m2Z
s
]
, (2.8)
and a form factor for the scalar DM production as
GS(t) = CS
βD
8pi
∣∣∣∣ 2λHSvt−m2h + imhΓh
∣∣∣∣2 , (2.9)
the t-distribution is given as
dσS
dt
=
1
2pi
σh∗Z(s, t) ·GS(t). (2.10)
Note that, at lepton colliders, t is observable from the Z-boson momentum by t = (p1 +
p2 − pZ)2 = s+m2Z − 2
√
sEZ where EZ is the Z-boson energy in the C.M. frame of e
+e−.
σh∗Z depends on t as well through βˆ.
2.2 Model for singlet fermion DM with Higgs portal
In the case of the Higgs portal fermion DM model, we assume that DM is a singlet Dirac
fermion χ with some nontrivial dark charge so that it is distinguishable from right-handed
neutrinos. Otherwise one can write down the Dirac neutrino Yukawa terms and χ would
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decay and cannot be a good cold DM candidate. The simplest UV-completion of the Higgs
portal fermion DM model can be constructed by introducing a SU(2)-singlet scalar which
has a vacuum expectation value and a Yukawa interaction to DM giving its mass:
LSFDM = χ(i/∂ −mχ − yχφ)χ+ 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− 1
2
m20φ
2 (2.11)
− λHφH†Hφ2 − µφφH†H − µ30φ−
µφ
3!
φ3 − λφ
4!
φ4.
Expanding both fields around their VEVs by H → (0, (vH + h)/√2)> and φ→ vφ +φ, we
can derive the Lagrangian in terms of h and φ. After diagonalization of the mass matrix
in the scalar sector, (
h
φ
)
=
(
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
)(
H1
H2
)
, (2.12)
DM χ couples with both H1 and H2. The interaction Lagrangian of H1 and H2 with the
SM fields and DM χ is given by
Lint = −(H1 cosα+H2 sinα)
∑
f
mf
vH
ff − 2m
2
W
vH
W+µ W
−µ − m
2
Z
vH
ZµZ
µ

+ yχ(H1 sinα−H2 cosα)χχ , (2.13)
following the convention of Ref. [15]. We identify the observed 125 GeV scalar boson as
H1. The mixing between h and φ leads to a universal suppression factor of the Higgs
signal strengths at the LHC, independent of production and decay channels [15]. From
the current data on Higgs signal strengths and the upper bound on the Higgs invisible
branching ratio, one can derive an upper bound, sinα . 0.53 [42–44]. This bound is still
quite weak and should be improved in the future experiments.
Defining λχ = yχ sinα cosα, the scattering amplitude for the process,
e+(p1) + e
−(p2)→ H1/H2(q) + Z(pZ)→ χ(k1) + χ¯(k2) + Z(pZ) , (2.14)
is written as
Mχ =Mh∗Z · λχ
[
1
t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1
− 1
t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
]
u¯(k1)v(k2). (2.15)
Thus, the squared matrix elements are
∑
|Mχ|2 = |Mh∗Z |2 λ2χ
∣∣∣∣∣ 1t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1 − 1t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
∣∣∣∣∣
2∑
|u¯v|2 , (2.16)
where the spin-sum of the fermion DM wave-functions is evaluated to be∑
|u¯v|2 = 2(t− 4m2χ) = 2tβ2χ. (2.17)
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Thus, we obtain
dσχ
dt
=
1
2pi
σh∗Z(s, t) ·Gχ(t), (2.18)
where
Gχ(t) = Cχ
β3χ
8pi
· 2λ2χt ·
∣∣∣∣∣ 1t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1 − 1t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.19)
The symmetric factor for this case is Cχ = 1.
2.3 Gauge invariant unitary model for vector DM with Higgs portal
There are a number of different models for stable or long-lived vector DM Vµ with Higgs
portal. The simplest model would be a phenomenological model where a discrete Z2 sym-
metry (Vµ → −Vµ) is imposed by hand [17, 18, 24]. In order to construct a renormalizable
and unitary model, it is important to assume a dark gauge symmetry U(1)X and dark
Higgs Φ whose VEV provides a nonzero mass to vector DM Vµ and produces a dark Higgs
ϕ as a remnant of the Higgs mechanism:
L = −1
4
VµνV
µν +DµΦ
†DµΦ− λΦ
4
(Φ†Φ− v
2
φ
2
)2 − λHΦ(H†H − v
2
2
)(Φ†Φ− v
2
φ
2
). (2.20)
One can also consider more sophisticated models where the aforementioned ad hoc Z2
symmetry is implemented to some local dark gauge symmetries. There are basically two
different categories in this class.
• VDM is stable due to unbroken gauge symmetry [26]: One of the present authors
constructed a hidden sector monopole model where the renowned ’t Hooft-Polyakov
monopole is put in the hidden sector, which is connected to the SM sector through
the Higgs portal interaction. There are two stable DM in this case: hidden monopole
which is stable due to topological reason, and vector DM which is stable due to
unbroken U(1)X subgroup. There is massless dark photon associated with unbroken
U(1)X , and it can generate strong self-interaction between dark matters, and would
contribute to the dark radiation at the level of ∼ 0.1 which is perfectly consistent
with Planck data.
• VDM is stable at renormalizable level, but could decay and is long lived when we
consider higher dimensional operators [45]. This happens if the dark gauge group
SU(2)X is completely broken by SU(2)X doublet complex dark Higgs, for example.
In this case the dark gauge symmetry is completely broken, and the massive VDM is
not stable due to the presence of higher dimensional nonrenormalizable operators.
In this paper, we do not consider these sophisticated models, and will consider phe-
nomenological VDM models, which could be considered as a simplified VDM model:
LVDM = −1
4
VµνV
µν+
1
2
m2V VµV
µ(1+
ϕ
vϕ
)2+
1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ−λHϕ(vh+ 1
2
h2)(vϕϕ+
1
2
ϕ2). (2.21)
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Similarly to the fermion DM model, h and ϕ are expressed in terms of the mass eigenstates
H1 and H2 with mixing angle α. For the purpose of studying the collider signatures, it
would be enough to consider the following simplified VDM with Higgs portal as, ignoring
the triple and quartic couplings of H1 and H2:
2
LVDM = −1
4
VµνV
µν +
1
2
m2V VµV
µ +
1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− 1
2
2m2V
vϕ
VµV
µ(H1 sinα−H2 cosα)
− (H1 cosα+H2 sinα)
∑
f
mf
vH
f¯f − 2m
2
W
vH
W+µ W
−µ − m
2
Z
vH
ZµZ
µ
 . (2.22)
By defining gV = 2mV /vϕ and λV = gV cosα sinα, the scattering amplitude for the
process
e+(p1) + e
−(p2)→ H1/H2(q) + Z(pZ)→ V (k1) + V (k2) + Z(pZ) , (2.23)
is given as
MV =Mh∗Z · λVmV
[
1
t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1
− 1
t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
]
∗1(k1) · ∗2(k2).
(2.24)
The squared amplitude is evaluated to be
∑
|MV |2 = |Mh∗Z |2 · (λVmV )2
∣∣∣∣∣ 1t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1 − 1t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
∣∣∣∣∣
2∑
|∗1 · ∗2|2 ,
(2.25)
where the spin-sum of the vector DM wave-functions is calculated as∑
|∗1 · ∗2|2 = 2 +
(t− 2m2V )2
4m4V
=
t2
4m4V
(
1− 4m
2
V
t
+
12m4V
t2
)
. (2.26)
Thus, the t distribution is obtained as
dσV
dt
=
1
2pi
σh∗Z(s, t) ·GV (t), (2.27)
where
GV (t) = CV
βV
8pi
· λ
2
V t
2
4m2V
(
1− 4m
2
V
t
+
12m4V
t2
)
·
∣∣∣∣∣ 1t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1 − 1t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
(2.28)
The symmetric factor is CV = 1/2.
2Higgs pair productions will be discussed in the future publication.
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2.4 Comparison of three models
Before we proceed further, let us make comments on three Higgs portal DM models for
scalar, fermion and vector DMs, (2.2), (2.11) and (2.20), respectively. In all the cases, we
have imposed Z2 symmetry which stabilize DM, S, χ and Vµ. Note that the scalar sectors
of these three models are not symmetric: there is only one mediator (H) in the scalar DM
case in Eq. (2.2), whereas there are two mediators both in the fermion DM case (H,φ)
in Eq. (2.11), and in the vector DM cases, (H,Φ) in Eq. (2.20). This is because of the
gauge invariance and renormalizability. Singlet fermion DM ψ cannot have renormalizable
couplings to the SM Higgs field, and one has to introduce a singlet scalar that can couple
to χχ and mix with the SM Higgs field by φH†H and φ2H†H terms, as in Eq. (2.11).
Likewise, the vector DM mass cannot be given by hand as in Eq. (1.3). It has to be
generated, for example, by dark Higgs mechanism by nonzero VEV of Φ in Eq. (2.20). On
the other hand, this is not the case for scalar DM, since we can have a gauge invariant and
renormalizable S2H†H operator as in Eq. (2.2).
In case of fermion or vector DM, these two scalar mediators always appear in combi-
nation of Eq. (2.15) or (2.24):3
1
t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1
− 1
t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
, (2.29)
whereas for the scalar DM case only the SM Higgs plays the role of mediator,
1
t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1
. (2.30)
Note that the relative size between two propagators, −1, in Eq. (2.29) is originated from the
SO(2) nature of the rotation matrix from the interaction eigenstates to the mass eigenstates
in Eq. (2.12).
It may be possible to make three models more symmetric if we introduce additional
new fields. For example, we can introduce one more singlet scalar φ in the scalar DM case
with the following additional Lagrangian:
∆LSSDM = 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− 1
2
m2φφ
2 − µ′3φ φ−
λφ
4
φ4 (2.31)
− µφHφH†H − 1
2
µφSφS
2 − 1
2
λφHφ
2H†H − 1
4
φ2S2.
Then there will be two scalar mediators, H1 and H2, but the relative sign and magnitudes
of these two contributions to the processes we consider would be completely free, and is
not fixed to be −1 as in Eq. (2.31). This is because both the singlet scalar φ and the SM
Higgs H can have renormalizable couplings to scalar DM S. We do not consider this case
further, since it is not minimal in terms of the number of degrees of freedom.
This difference in the number of force mediators in the scalar DM and in the fermion/vector
DM cases will generate the difference in the various differential distributions studied (see
Fig. 1, for example). And this difference will make the high-t behaviors of the amplitudes
very different, see Eqs. (3.1)-(3.5) and the discussions.
3We assume that H1 is the 125 GeV scalar boson observed at the LHC.
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3 How to distinguish 3 cases at the ILC ?
As we have evaluated in the previous section, the t (= M2DD) spectrum is given by
dσ
dt
∝ F (s, t)×GD(t)
where the t-dependent form factor GD(t) is given by
SSDM : GS(t) ∼ βD 1
(t−m2H)2 +m2HΓ2H
, (3.1)
SFDM : Gχ(t) ∼ β3D
∣∣∣∣∣ 1t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1 − 1t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
∣∣∣∣∣
2 (
t− 4m2χ
)
→ | 1
t2
|2 × t ∼ 1
t3
(as t→∞ for fixedmH1 andmH2), (3.2)
VDM : GV (t) ∼ βD
∣∣∣∣∣ 1t−m2H1 + imH1ΓH1 − 1t−m2H2 + imH2ΓH2
∣∣∣∣∣
2 [
2 +
(t− 2m2V )2
4m4V
]
→ | 1
t2
|2 × t2 ∼ 1
t2
(as t→∞ for fixedmH1 andmH2). (3.3)
The signal distribution arises at t = (2mD)
2, thus by measuring the threshold of the signal
excess, the DM mass can be directly determined. In addition, the threshold slope of the
signal excess depends on the spin of DM; for scalar and vector DM models it behaves as
∝ βD, while for the fermion DM model it behave as β3D. This is also useful to distinguish
the spin of DM by a kinematical method [46].
The t distribution in the high-t region is sensitive to the unitarity of the models. If we
ignore the 2nd Higgs propagator and identify mH1 = mH (the discovered Higgs boson), we
would have
SFDM : Gχ(t) ∼ β3D
1
(t−m2H)2 +m2HΓ2H
(
t− 4m2χ
)
→ 1
t
(as t→∞), (3.4)
VDM : GV (t) ∼ βD 1
(t−m2H)2 +m2HΓ2H
[
2 +
(t− 2m2V )2
4m4V
]
→ constant (as t→∞). (3.5)
These results indicate the violation of unitarity in the total cross section at large s from
large-t region, and the EFT descriptions based on (1.2) and (1.3) would become unreliable.
Note that ignoring the propagator of the 2nd Higgs would be justified if mH2 
√
s. On
the other hand, in the UV-completed approach, the distribution behaves well convergent
at high-t.
Therefore, one would be able to determine the type of DM by observing the shape
of the signal distribution. Having enough number of bins and data, we can test by χ2-
minimization to determine whether the observed 6ET distribution follows that of scalar,
fermion or vector DM with Higgs portal. Note that this procedure is possible at the ILC,
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and not at LHC, since at the ILC the CM energy
√
s is fixed so that one can factor out the
phase-space factor. On the other hand, at hadron colliders, the parton-level CM energy√
sˆ is not fixed so that we cannot factor out the phase-space factor in an unambiguous
manner. Note that for scalar DM, GS(t) is completely fixed by the SM Higgs propagator,
and there is no free parameter except mD. Therefore it would be straightforward to check
if the observed 6ET distribution can be fitted by the SM Higgs propagator or not. For the
SFDM or VDM models, the fitting would be more complicated, since in this case, there
are 4 parameters: namely,
sinα, mH2 , ΓH2 , mD.
Note that we have to regard ΓH2 and sinα independently, since H2 → H1H1 can be newly
open, which calls a new parameter that could be traded with ΓH2 . With these 4 parameters,
we can fit the 6ET spectrum or the recoil-mass spectrum, Mrec =
√
t, and determine the
physical parameters in the SFDM or VDM models.
In Fig. 1, the normalized recoil-mass distribution 1/σ · dσ/dMrec is evaluated for the
scalar, fermion and vector DM models for various sets of (mD, mH2) at
√
s = 500 GeV.
ΓH2 = 0.1 GeV is used for simplicity. The characteristic threshold behavior as well as the
large recoil-mass tail can be understood by the analytically-calculated form factors given
in the previous section. For 2mD ≤ mH2 ≤
√
s −mZ , on-shell H2 can be produced and
subsequently decay into a pair of the DM particle. In such cases, the recoil mass distribution
shows a sharp peak at Mrec = mH2 , and no difference can be observed between the fermion
DM and vector DM models. In addition, if mD ≤ mH1/2, the recoil mass distribution
shows another peak at Mrec = mH1 whose strength is expected to be smaller than the peak
at mH2 because of the constraints so far [see Sec. 4.1]. Spin discrimination is still difficult
since it behaves as a sharp peak for each DM model. For 2mD ≥ mH2 or mH2 ≥
√
s−mZ ,
no sharp peak can be observed, because on-shell H2 cannot be produced because of the
limited collision energy or because the on-shell H2 cannot decay into a DM pair, so that
the DM pair is produced through the off-shell H1 and H2. The recoil-mass distributions
then behave as smooth curves depending on the DM model as well as the masses of DM
and H2. Thus, by measuring the shape of the distribution, one can determine the type of
DM and its mass, as well as the mass of the second Higgs portal to DM.
4 Parameter Constraints
In this section, we discuss searches for the Higgs portal DM models at the future lepton
colliders. Depending on the masses of DM and the second Higgs boson in the fermion and
vector DM models, the search strategy at colliders can be different. In Fig. 2, we divide
the parameter space in the (mH2-mD) plane in terms of the plausible collider signature to
search for in each parameter region in the fermion and vector DM models. In the scalar
DM model, because of the absence of H2, the parameter region can be simply divided
by mD < mH1/2 or mD > mH1/2, namely whether the observed Higgs boson can decay
into the DM pair or not. In the following subsections, we discuss collider signals of DM
production in each region of the parameter space, then further discuss the method to
distinguish models, and to determine the model parameters.
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Figure 1. Normalized recoil-mass distribution in e+e− → ZH1(/H(∗)2 )→ ZDD at
√
s = 500 GeV.
Blue: scalar DM, Black: fermion DM, Red: vector DM.
4.1 mD ≤ mH1/2
In the case ofmD ≤ mH1/2, a DM pair can be produced in the decay ofH1. This can be seen
as an invisible decay of the Higgs boson. The limit on the branching ratio of the invisible
decay has been obtained as B(h→ inv.) . 0.25 at the LHC [47–50]. We see how the model
parameters can be constrained by this measurement. In the scalar DM model, the partial
decay width for H1 → SS is proportional to λ2HS . By denoting Γ(H1 → SS) = λ2HSΓ0,
the experimental constraint of B(h → inv.) < B(h → inv.)|exp. ≡ X, we obtain the limit
on λHS as
λ2HS <
X
1−X
ΓSMh
Γ0
. (4.1)
For the fermion and vector DM models, the partial decay width for H1 → χχ¯ (V V ) is
proportional to y2χs
2
α (λ
2
V s
2
α). On the other hand, the partial widths for the decay into SM
particles are all suppressed by c2α. By writing Γ(H1 → FF¯ ) = y2χs2αΓD [Γ(H1 → FF¯ ) =
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Figure 2. Dividing parameter space in the (mH2-mD) plane by the plausible collider signature in
the fermion and vector DM models. In the scalar DM model, H2 is absent.
g2V s
2
αΓD], the constraint on the branching ratio B(h→ inv.) < X gives
y2χ[g
2
V ] · t2α <
X
1−X
ΓSM
ΓD
. (4.2)
Here, tα = tanα. We evaluate the current limit by the LHC Run-I measurement, B(hSM →
inv.) ≤ 0.25 [48], and also the accessible limits at future experiments, B(hSM → inv.) ≤
0.0065 at the ILC 500 GeV with 500 fb−1, and ≤ 0.0032 with 1600 fb−1 [13]. The limits are
obtained on λHS , yχtα and gV tα in the scalar, fermion and vector DM models, respectively.
For the fermion (vector) DM model, the constraint on the coupling yχ (gV ) becomes weak
for small sα. The upper bound on sα has been obtained by measuring the signal strength
of Higgs-gauge-gauge coupling κV at the LHC Run-I, which is equal to cα in our models.
Current limit is about κV & 0.85 at the 68% C.L. [42–44], thus sα . 0.53. For the reference,
in the cases of cα = 0.9, 0.95 and 0.99, tα are ' 0.48, 0.33 and 0.14, respectively.
In the top-left, top-right and bottom panels in Fig. 3, current and future limits on the
parameters in the scalar, fermion and vector DM models with mD ≤ mH1/2 are plotted as
a function of mD, respectively. In the scalar DM model, λHS is constrained to be & 0.01
for mD . mH1/2. At the future ILC measurements, λHS & 0.001 will be explored. In the
fermion and vector DM models, the constraints on yχtα (gV tα) are & 0.01 by current LHC
measurement, and will be & 0.001 by future ILC measurements. By observing non-zero sα
in future measurements, limits on the Higgs-DM-DM coupling can be derived.
4.2 mD ≥ mH1/2
In the scalar DM model with mD ≥ mH1/2, a DM pair is produced through the off-shell
H1. The collider signal for this case can be an excess in events with a Z-boson plus
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Figure 3. Current and future limits on the parameters in the scalar, fermion and vector DM
models with mD ≤ mH1/2. Constraints on the branching ratio of the Higgs invisible decay at the
LHC Run-I (red, dashed), ILC 500 GeV with 500 fb−1 (green dot-dashed), and 1600 fb−1 (blue
solid) are considered.
missing energy with a large recoil-mass, Mrec. ≥ 2mD. We consider muonic and hadronic
decays of Z-boson whose branching ratios are B[Z → µ+µ−] ' 3.4% and B[Z → jj] 70%,
respectively [51]. The dimuon channel has limited number of events, but is promised to
be observed because of the clear signal and fine momentum-resolution. The signal in dijet
channel has large number of events because of the large branching ratio, but may be affected
by large reducible background events and less momentum resolution for jet measurements.
In the fermion and vector DM models, another Higgs boson H2 has been introduced.
If H2 can be produced on-shell, and its decay branching ratio into a DM pair is sizable, we
expect the invisible decay of H2 as a signal of the DM production. This can be investigated
by searching for another peak in the recoil mass distribution in events with Z-boson plus
missing energy. On the other hand, even if H2 cannot be produced on-shell or H2 cannot
decay into a DM pair by kinematical reasons, a DM pair can be produced through the
off-shell propagation of H1 and H2. The collider signal for this case would be an excess
in a relatively wide region in the recoil-mass distribution for the events with Z-boson
plus missing energy. As we discussed, the propagators of H1 and H2 are ∝ |(t −m2H1 +
imH1ΓH1)
−1−(t−m2H2+imH2ΓH2)−1|2. Thus, for m2H1 < t < m2H2 , this gives a constructive
interference. We emphasize here again that the mass, spin of DM as well as the mass of
another Higgs boson can be explored by studying the shape of the recoil-mass distribution.
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4.2.1 Scalar DM, mD ≥ mH2/2 or mH2 ≥
√
s−mZ cases
In the cases of the scalar DM model, and the fermion and vector DM models with mD ≥
mH2/2 or mH2 ≥
√
s−mZ , a DM pair is produced via e+e− → ZH∗1 (/H∗2 )→ ZDD. The
amplitude is proportional to λHS , λχ = yχsαcα and λV = gV sαcα in the scalar, fermion and
vector DM models, respectively. Therefore by observing the Z-boson plus missing energy
events at large Mrec(≥ 2mD), these parameters can be determined or constrained. We
study the feasibility of detecting this process at the ILC by a simple MC simulation using
MadGraph version 5 MadGraph5 [52]. The signal of the process can be a reconstructed
Z-boson plus missing energy;
e+e− → ZH∗1 (/H∗2 )→ ZDD → (jj or µ+µ−) + E,/ (4.3)
where we consider the hadronic and muonic decays of the Z-boson. Major SM background
events in the hadronic channel come from e+e− → Zν`ν¯` → jjν`ν¯` with ` = e, µ, τ . On
the other hand, those in the muonic channel come from e+e− → µ+µ−ν`ν¯` with ` = e, µ, τ .
The total cross sections for these background processes in the dimuon and dijet channels
are calculated to be 107 fb and 345 fb, respectively, at
√
s = 500 GeV.
To reduce the SM background, we consider following kinematical cuts;
pZT ≥ 100 GeV, (4.4a)∣∣ηZ∣∣ ≤ 1, (4.4b)
2mD ≤Mrec ≤ 2mD + 50 [GeV]. (4.4c)
We simulate the signal and background events by using MadGraph5 at the parton level,
and estimate the efficiencies by these cuts. In Table 1, we summarize the total cross-section
of the signal process divided by λ2HS , the efficiencies for the signal and background events
by kinematical cuts as a function of the DM mass mS for
√
s = 500 GeV. The DM mass is
examined from 80 GeV to 160 GeV. By these kinematical cuts, about 60% to 20% of signal
events survive depending on the mass of DM, while background events are suppressed to
O(0.1%) level in the dimuon channel and O(1%) level in the dijet channel.
We estimate the significance of detecting the excess in events with Z-boson plus missing
energy by
S =
σZDDB(Z → µ+µ−/jj)SL√
σBGBL
. (4.5)
We say S ≥ 5 is required to discover signal events. Because the cross section scales with
λ2HS , we can evaluate the lower limit of λHS (λ
min.
HS ) to be detected by a certain accumulated
luminosity for each mS . In Table 1, our estimations for λ
min.
HS are also listed assuming
L = 500 fb−1 and 1600 fb−1. In Fig. 4, we plot λmin.HS in the dimuon channel (red lines) and
the dijet channel (blue lines) for L = 500 fb−1 (dashed lines) and 1600 fb−1 (solid lines).
We find that in the future ILC experiment with
√
s = 500 GeV, λHS ≤ 1 can be surveyed
only for light DM cases (mS . 80 GeV), and only λHS ≥ 10 can be surveyed for heavier
DM cases like mS ≥ 150 GeV.
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Scalar DM Model,
√
s = 500 GeV
mS [GeV] 80 90 100 110 120 140 160
σZSS/λ
2
HS [fb] 1.37 0.69 0.38 0.22 0.13 0.046 0.014
S [%] 56 51 48 47 48 45 23
Z → µ+µ−
B [%] 0.19 0.24 0.32 0.41 0.55 0.80 0.44
λmin.HS (L = 500 fb−1) 1.97 3.09 4.56 6.47 8.93 (17.1) (37.5)
λmin.HS (L = 1600 fb−1) 1.47 2.31 3.41 4.84 6.68 (12.8) (28.1)
Z → jj
B [%] 1.2 1.6 2.1 2.9 3.8 5.6 3.2
λmin.HS (L = 500 fb−1) 0.922 1.46 2.16 3.11 4.29 8.20 (18.2)
λmin.HS (L = 1600 fb−1) 0.689 1.09 1.61 2.33 3.21 6.13 (13.6)
Table 1. Signal and background efficiencies for detecting e+e− → ZH1 → ZDD process at the
ILC. Prospects for parameter constraints are also shown assuming L = 500 fb−1 and 1600 fb−1.
Limits on the couplings larger than 4pi are presented within parentheses.
60 80 100 120 140 160
mS[GeV]
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λHS Scalar DM: /s=500 [GeV], L=500/1600 [fb-1]
Figure 4. Contour plots for the discovery potential at 95% C.L. in e+e− → ZDD searches at the
ILC with
√
s = 500 GeV and L = 500 (dashed), 1600 (solid) [fb−1]. Red contours are the limits
by using the dimuon channel of Z-boson decay, and blue contours are the limits by using the dijet
channel.
In the fermion and vector DM models, the production cross section depends on mH2
as well. We consider mH2 = 500 GeV and mH2 = 200 GeV for example. In the large mH2
limit, the diagram with H2 propagator decouples, and the collider phenomenology becomes
the same as that for the simple extension of the SM by adding only fermion or vector DM.4
In Table 2, we summarize the analysis for the fermion DM model with mH2 = 500 GeV.
4Modifying the SM Higgs boson couplings by κV = κF = cosα is an important consequence of making
the Higgs portal DM models SM gauge invariant and unitary [32, 36].
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Fermion DM Model,
√
s = 500 GeV, mH2 = 500 GeV
mχ [GeV] 80 90 100 110 120 140 160
σZFF /λ
2
χ [fb] 0.76 0.53 0.37 0.26 0.18 0.077 0.025
S [%] 15 13 13 13 13 15 6
Z → µ+µ−
B [%] 0.19 0.24 0.32 0.41 0.55 0.80 0.44
λmin.χ (L = 500 fb−1) 5.01 6.78 8.92 11.4 (14.7) (22.7) (54.8)
λmin.χ (L = 1600 fb−1) 3.75 5.07 6.67 8.56 11.0 (17.0) (41.0)
Z → jj
B [%] 1.2 1.6 2.1 2.9 3.8 5.6 3.2
λmin.χ (L = 500 fb−1) 2.35 3.21 4.22 5.51 7.06 10.9 (26.5)
λmin.χ (L = 1600 fb−1) 1.76 2.40 3.16 4.12 5.28 8.16 (19.8)
Table 2. The same as Table 1, but for the fermion DM case.
The signal cross section, efficiencies, and the lower limit of λχ = yχcαsα to be detected in
dimuon and dijet channels by 5σ C.L. assuming L = 500 and 1600 fb−1 are summarized.
In the left panel of Figure 5, we plot λmin.χ in the dimuon channel (red lines) and the
dijet channel (blue lines) for L = 500 fb−1 (dashed lines) and 1600 fb−1 (solid lines). We
perform the same analysis for mH2 = 200 GeV, and the results are shown in the right panel
of Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The same figure as Fig. 4, but for the fermion DM model with mH2 = 500 GeV [left]
and 200 GeV.
In Table 3 and Figure 6, the same analyses for the vector DM model are summarized,
where λV = gV cαsα is constrained by the measurement.
4.2.2 Fermion and Vector DM models with mD ≤ mH2/2
In the case with mD ≤ mH2/2 in the fermion and vector DM models, if H2 is light enough
to be produced, DM can be searched for as an invisible decay of H2, since the coupling
of the dark matter to the another Higgs boson is expected to be sizable in the Higgs
portal scenario. Here, we study the production of H2 in e
+e− → ZH2 where Z decays
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Vector DM Model,
√
s = 500 GeV, mH2 = 500 GeV
mV [GeV] 80 90 100 110 120 140 160
σZV V /λ
2
V [fb] 0.74 0.47 0.31 0.21 0.14 0.064 0.026
S [%] 15 14 15 16 19 23 13
Z → µ+µ−
B [%] 0.19 0.24 0.32 0.41 0.55 0.80 0.44
λmin.V (L = 500 fb−1) 5.13 7.02 9.10 11.2 (13.8) (20.4) (37.0)
λmin.V (L = 1600 fb−1) 3.84 5.25 6.80 8.41 10.3 (15.3) (27.6)
Z → jj
B [%] 1.2 1.6 2.1 2.9 3.8 5.6 3.2
λmin.V (L = 500 fb−1) 2.40 3.33 4.30 5.41 6.63 9.82 (17.9)
λmin.V (L = 1600 fb−1) 1.80 2.49 3.22 4.05 4.96 7.34 (13.4)
Table 3. The same as Table 1, but for the vector DM case.
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Figure 6. The same figure as Fig. 4, but for the vector DM model with mH2 = 500 GeV [left] and
200 GeV.
into µ+µ− or jj, and H2 decays into DD. This signal can be a part of the inclusive H2
search in e+e− → ZX process where H2 can be detected by a new peak in the recoil mass
distribution at Mrec. ' mH2 .
We also perform a simulation analysis to study to what extent the signal can be
detected at future lepton colliders with
√
s = 500 GeV. The total event rate is estimated
by σ(ZH2)B(H2 → DD) where σ(ZH2) is proportional to s2α. We consider a scenario where
B(H2 → DD) is large. For simplicity, we take B(H2 → DD) = 1. Then, sα is determined
or constrained by the experimental measurement. To enhance the signal significance in the
presence of background events, we apply the same kinematical cuts in Eqs. (4.4) but the
cut on Mrec. is replaced by
|Mrec −mH2 | ≤ 10 [GeV], (4.6)
because of the sharp peak in the signal events. In Table 4, we summarize the signal
cross-section, signal and background efficiencies by cuts, and the lower limits of sα to be
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e+e− → ZH2(→ DD),
√
s = 500 GeV, B[H2 → DD] = 1
mH2 [GeV] 150 200 250 300 350
σZH2/s
2
α [fb] 52.9 43.0 32.1 21.4 11.9
S [%] 87 86 85 79 12
Z → µ+µ−
B [%] 0.046 0.094 0.16 0.31 0.11
smin.α (L = 500 fb−1) 0.11 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.78
smin.α (L = 1600 fb−1) 0.084 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.58
Z → jj
B [%] 0.30 0.56 1.17 2.13 0.75
smin.α (L = 500 fb−1) 0.053 0.069 0.097 0.14 0.37
smin.α (L = 1600 fb−1) 0.040 0.052 0.73 0.11 0.28
Table 4. Signal and background efficiencies for detecting e+e− → ZH2 process at the ILC.
Prospects for parameter constraints are also shown assuming L = 500 fb−1 and 1600 fb−1.
observed at 5σ C.L. by using dimuon or dijet decays of Z boson and by assuming L = 500
or 1600 fb−1. We find that sα ' 0.1-0.2 can be investigated for mH2 = 150-300 GeV under
the assumption of B[H2 → DD] = 1. In Fig. 7, the lower limits of sα to be observed are
plotted as a function of mH2 .
We make some comments on this analysis. First, because we have assumed B[H2 →
DD] = 1, the signal sensitivity may be maximized. For smaller B[H2 → DD], the number
of signal events is decreased and the sensitivity on sα would be weakened. In addition, the
analysis does not depend on mD, except demanding mD ≤ mH2/2. In the actual models,
branching ratios of H2 should be predicted and calculated as a function of sα, mH2 , mD
and Γ(H2 → H1H1). The last quantity can be replaced by model parameters in the Higgs
potential in the model. More concrete analysis may be required to determine the model
parameters in general situations. Second, there is no distinction between the fermion DM
model and vector DM model in this measurement, since the recoil mass distribution behaves
just a sharp peak. Events in the off-peak region may be useful to distinguish the models
based on kinematics, if enough number of events are collected.
4.3 Comparison with Higgs portal DM models within EFT
As we have seen above, the collider signals of the Higgs portal DM models, which are
UV-completed to preserve the gauge invariance, renormalizability and unitarity, are more
complicated than the simple EFT-based models. The presence of the second Higgs boson
which is inevitable to make the models with fermion or vector DM suitable with our
requirement gives characteristic signals for the DM production as well as the new scalar
itself.
For mH2 
√
s, the distribution cannot be distinguished from that of the EFT cal-
culation. Thus, a long tail or a roll in the high-t region does not immediately imply the
unitary violation, but can be regarded as a characteristic signal of the fermion and vector
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Figure 7. Contour plots for the discovery potential at 95% C.L. in e+e− → ZH2 searches using
the invisible decay mode of H2 → DD at the ILC with
√
s = 500 GeV and L = 500 (dashed),
1600 (solid) [fb−1]. Red contours are the limits by using the dimuon channel of Z-boson decay, and
blue contours are the limits by using the dijet channel. Br(H2 → DD) = 1 is assumed.
DM models. However, the high-energy behavior of the model is completely different de-
pending on whether the model is renormalizable or not as well as unitary or not. Collider
phenomenology also depends on the details of the models, such as presences of new scalars,
partners of DM, etc., and also constraints from the DM relic density, direct detections,
etc. We emphasize that the interplay between these observations has to be performed in
the model with renomalizability and unitarity to combine the model analyses in different
scales.
Before closing this subsection, let us ask when we can ignore the 2nd scalar propagator
in Eq. (2.29), and use the EFT approach in which Eq. (2.30) can be applied. Discussion
at the ILC is simpler than at the LHC, since the CM energy
√
s is fixed at the ILC. For
a fixed
√
s, we can ignore the 2nd scalar propagator in Eq. (2.29) if m2H2 
√
s. Then
the effective Higgs portal Lagrangians, Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3), might give reasonably good
descriptions. However it is not true, since the invisible decay width of the 125 GeV Higgs
boson in case of Higgs portal VDM diverges when the VDM mass approaches zero, which
is unphysical [31]:5:
(Γinvh )EFT =
λ2V H
128pi
v2Hm
3
h
m4V
(
1− 4m
2
V
m2h
+ 12
m4V
m4h
)(
1− 4m
2
V
m2h
)1/2
(4.7)
On the other hand, it is perfectly finite in the full renormalizable and unitary model, since
mV = gV vϕ/2 [31]:
Γinvh =
g2V
32pi
m3h
m2V
(
1− 4m
2
V
m2h
+ 12
m4V
m4h
)(
1− 4m
2
V
m2h
)1/2
sin2 α (4.8)
5The invisible decay widths in Ref. [31] should be multiplied by sin2 α and cos2 α in order that we get
the physical invisible widths of H1 and H2, respectively.
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Note that there is more parameter, α, in Eq. (4.8), compared with Eq. (4.7) for the invisible
decay width in the VDM EFT with Higgs portal. For massive VDM, vϕ 6= 0 so that
Eq. (4.8) never diverges when mV becomes very light in the limit gV → 0. From the usual
EFT view point, Eq. (1.3) should be good at low energy as long as mH2  mH1 , which
however is not the case for the Higgs invisible decay width. It is not clear a priori when
and where the EFT descriptions would fail in this particular physical quantity. Based on
this example, it would be safer to work in the minimal renormalizable and unitary models
for fermion and vector DM with Higgs portal.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have performed the detailed study of Higgs portal scalar, fermion and
vector DM models at the ILC. We consider the renormalizable, unitary and gauge invariant
models, and compare the results with those obtained within the effective field theories for
the Higgs portal fermion and vector DM models. For the singlet fermion and vector DM
cases, the force mediator involves two scalar propagators, the SM-like Higgs boson and
the dark Higgs boson. We have shown that their interference generates interesting and
important patterns in the mono-Z plus missing ET signatures at the ILC, and the results
are completely different from those obtained within the EFT. Compared with the EFT,
our models have at least two extra parameters, the singlet-like scalar mass mH2 and the
scalar mixing angle α. These parameters are largely unknown yet, except that sinα . 0.53
from the current LHC data. The mixing angle α can be probed at an accuracy of O(1%)
or better by precision measurement of the Higgs boson couplings at the ILC. By observing
the DM pair production and the effects of the second Higgs boson to it, model parameters
can be further constrained.
In addition, as we have shown in Sec. 3, it would be possible to distinguish the spin
of DM in the Higgs portal scenarios, if the shape of the recoil-mass distribution could
be observed. To achieve this, one needs large number of events and careful treatment
of signal and background analysis, thus it is more difficult than finding the evidence and
measuring the masses. However, we emphasize this possibility as an theoretical concept.
Otherwise it would be extremely difficult to distinguish them. Detailed simulation analysis
for the significance of separating different spin ansatz is beyond the scope of this paper. An
analysis at the LHC in the same philosophy will be addressed in a separate publication [35].
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